PAREXEL® CLINICAL RESEARCH SERVICES:
CLINICAL TRIAL SUPPLIES & LOGISTICS

CLINICAL TRIAL SUPPLIES
A global leader providing flexible
distribution services

PAREXEL’S CLINICAL TRIAL
SUPPLIES OFFERS:
• Proactive project management to
drive the success of your project
• Planning and forecasting services
to optimize clinical trials
supply strategy
• Management of IMP and medical
device manufacturing
• Local and central comparator
product sourcing
• Clinical packaging and labeling
services
• GMP temperature-controlled
storage and distribution from our
global depot network
• Inventory control, returns,
destruction, and final clinical trial
supply reconciliation
• EU Gateway services and Qualified
Person release
• Global trade compliance (import/
export) and regulatory support
• Complete supply chain visibility
through eLogistics capabilities

The growing complexity and global reach
of clinical trials have created increasing
challenges for sponsors to manage
and optimize their clinical supply chain.
PAREXEL takes an integrated approach to managing and simplifying all aspects of medical and non-medical supplies, ancillary
supplies and laboratory logistics. Leveraging more than 30 years’
experience as a trusted partner for the complex development
journey required of biopharmaceutical and medical device companies, PAREXEL serves as your single point of contact for end-toend clinical trials supply management and global clinical logistics.

DEFINING CLINICAL TRIALS SUPPLIES AT
FEASIBILITY AND PLANNING
PAREXEL offers the expertise to begin planning your clinical trials
supply sourcing and distribution strategy the moment you begin
your program. We take a proactive approach to ensure strategic
planning and execution is integrated into the entire trial process,
helping you balance the cost of Investigational Medicinal Products
(IMPs), delivery logistics and storage, ensuring your project runs
lean while ensuring treatment and supply continuity.
continued next page…

PAREXEL SIMPLIFIES
END-TO-END GLOBAL CLINICAL
LOGISTICS BY:
• Providing proactive clinical logistics
leadership

continued from previous page…

Whether you are a large, global company with decades of experience, or an emerging biotechnology company with no in-house
ancillary supply expertise, PAREXEL’s capabilities in Clinical Trial
Supplies can help you plan and execute your entire clinical trials
supplies process to make it more efficient and cost effective.

• Accelerating site readiness
• Ensuring continuity of supply
• Creating business intelligence
• Optimizing your supply chain

INTELLIGENT
eLOGISTICS SOFTWARE
PROVIDES

STRATEGIC COMPARATOR SOURCING—
CENTRALLY OR LOCALLY
Every clinical trial is unique. As a result, there is no “one-size fits
all” approach to the sourcing, manufacturing and distribution
of clinical trial supplies. During the planning process, PAREXEL’s
experts in Clinical Trial Supplies will tailor a sourcing strategy
that is efficient, robust and compliant with all applicable regulations and can provide local and central sourcing of comparator
and non-IMP products.
By working with PAREXEL as your single source of clinical trials
supplies, you increase patient safety by avoiding the use of
counterfeits or medications that have expired, increase regulatory
compliance, and ensure treatment is available at the right place
at the right time to the right quality.

MANUFACTURING AND PACKAGING
PAREXEL’s Clinical Trial Supplies & Logistics group coordinates
the sourcing of investigational medicinal product (IMP) manufacturing to optimize material utilization, supply and re-supply
strategies, expiration dates and costs.

full clinical supply chain transparency,
and enables us optimized inventory
control across our depot network

PAREXEL also offers full-service secondary clinical packaging
for randomized, double-blind studies. We can provide customized
packaging design, custom secondary packaging and patient kits.
In addition we also routinely develop, translate and distribute all
the documentation for sites, investigators and patients.

GLOBAL DISTRIBUTION SOLUTIONS
PAREXEL has 55 strategically located depots designed specifically
for clinical research and operates facilities to store and distribute
clinical trial supplies. Audited by both our clients and our internal
quality assurance teams, these depots are located throughout
North America, Latin America, Europe, Africa and the Asia
Pacific Region.
In many regions, PAREXEL’s Clinical Trial Supplies staff serve
as importer of record. We enable the import of IMP from nonEU regions with our Qualified Person (QP) release services.
PAREXEL’s global footprint and expertise enables us to manage
your project no matter where your clinical sites and patients
are located.

EXTENSIVE GLOBAL TRADE COMPLIANCE
AND REGULATORY EXPERIENCE
As a global leader in conducting clinical trials, PAREXEL understands the importance of assuring clinical trials supplies
reach patients on a timely basis and comply with local regulatory
requirements.
PAREXEL’s Clinical Trial Supplies provides global trade compliance expertise, including customs (import/export) clearance,
and a first-hand understanding of the regulatory requirements
in your target countries.
As a result, you benefit from increased protocol compliance,
increased sample integrity, increased regulatory compliance
(GCP/GDP/GMP), and the peace of mind that comes with knowing
your medications will reach your patients.

WORLD-LEADING CLINICAL TRIALS
SUPPLIES EXPERTISE ON YOUR TEAM
PAREXEL is a global leader in clinical trials supplies. Our flexible
regional distribution services can serve small regional studies
and complex global trials, and can be scaled for entire development programs. We execute distribution according to standard
operating procedures (SOPs) designed to accelerate project setup,
decrease turnaround times and minimize supply chain issues.

PAREXEL’S CLINICAL
TRIALS SUPPLIES &
LOGISTICS: STRATEGICALLY,
GLOBALLY INTEGRATED

For more than 30 years, PAREXEL has
been a trusted partner for the complex
development journey required of
biopharmaceutical and medical device
companies.
For the past ten years, PAREXEL’s Clinical
Trial Supplies & Logistics group has
provided high-quality, centralized
coordination of clinical trial supplies,
central lab services, and ancillary
supplies. Available individually or in any
combination, PAREXEL’s Clinical Trial
Supplies & Logistics group assures that
your medications reach your sites and
your patients on time.

ACCELERATING SITE READINESS THROUGH
STORAGE AND INVENTORY CONTROL
With the increasing pressure to deliver clinical studies faster and
more efficiently, it is essential that your IMP is not on the critical
path for startup of your clinical sites. PAREXEL’s Clinical Trial
Supplies systems, processes and global depot network enable us
to have the right products in the right place at the right time. Our
intelligent eLogistics software provides full clinical supply chain
transparency, and enables us optimized inventory control across
our depot network.

RETURNS AND RECONCILIATION

To learn how a partnership with
PAREXEL can optimize your clinical
trial supply chain, visit: www.PAREXEL.
com/solutions/clinical-research/
clinical-trial-supplies-&-logistics/
clinical-trial-supplies or contact:
Tony Street
Senior Director of
Global Business Development
Clinical Trial Supplies and Logistics
+44 (0) 1895 818 960
tony.street@PAREXEL.com

Too often returns and reconciliation activities can be an afterthought. In the rush to get sites up and running and achieve First
Patient In (FPI), returns and reconciliation can seem unimportant.
At PAREXEL we believe that time spent proactively planning
these activities brings significant efficiencies. That’s why we take
an end-to-end approach to the design of your clinical supply chain
ensuring your project is delivered on time and within budget with
no nasty surprises at study closure.

CLINICAL SUPPLY CHAIN ANALYTICAL
INSIGHTS: ONLY BY PAREXEL
PAREXEL’s analytics gives you unparalleled visibility and control
over your supply chain. Our state-of-the-art eClinical and eLogistics solutions enable tracking of supplies from manufacturer
to destruction, and provide insight into operational supply chain
performance. Combined with PAREXEL’s clinical trial supplies and
logistics expertise, our analytic solutions allow you to build supply
chain intelligence that can be used to anticipate issues, develop
solutions and implement actions to optimize supply levels, reduce
costs and enhance future trials.
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